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We experimentally study a gas of quantum degenerate $^{87}$Rb atoms throughout the full dimensional crossover, from a one-dimensional (1D) system exhibiting phase fluctuations consistent with 1D theory to a three-dimensional (3D) phase-coherent system, thereby smoothly interpolating between these distinct, well-understood regimes. Using a hybrid trapping architecture combining an atom chip with a printed circuit board, we continuously adjust the system’s dimensionality over a wide range while measuring the phase fluctuations through the power spectrum of density ripples in time-of-flight expansion. Our measurements confirm that the chemical potential $\mu$ controls the departure of the system from 3D and that the fluctuations are dependent on both $\mu$ and the temperature $T$. Through a rigorous study we quantitatively observe how inside the crossover the dependence on $T$ gradually disappears as the system becomes 3D. Throughout the entire crossover the fluctuations are shown to be determined by the relative occupation of 1D axial collective excitations.

The dimensionality of a system can have dramatic effects on its properties, giving rise to a plethora of interesting behavior. The nature of superfluid and superconducting phase transitions is well known to be radically different in systems of one, two, or three dimensions. The Mermin-Wagner-Hohenberg theorem [1, 2] dictates that at finite temperature more than two dimensions are required for true long-range order. The transition in two dimensions is governed by a Kosterlitz-Thouless mechanism [3] of topological origin, and for three dimensions it is the paradigmatic example of symmetry breaking that is qualitatively well-described by mean-field theories. In one dimension no such transition exists, but due to the enhanced role of both quantum and thermal fluctuations there is a richer set of physical regimes than in two or three dimensions [4–6].

The stark contrast of transition phenomena makes the study of a system that lies between two distinct dimensions – in a dimensional crossover – of great fundamental interest, as well as offering the potential for practical applications. A typical example is provided by layered superconductors, either naturally occurring [7] or artificially controlled [8], presenting instances of the 2D to 3D crossover. While this has been extensively studied, producing superconducting samples in the 1D to 3D crossover is technologically more challenging, but remains a subject of intense research, with the ultimate goal to realize new high-temperature superconductors [9–13]. Alternatively, the 1D to 3D crossover could be partially accessed with superfluid $^4$He inside carbon nanotubes and nanopores, with the 1D regime being reached when the transverse size becomes on the order of a few angstroms [14, 15] – which is currently very difficult to obtain [16].

Conversely, ultracold atom experiments are naturally suited to study the 1D to 3D crossover, where the external trapping geometry can be flexibly tuned to constrain atomic degrees of freedom, providing the means to effectively manipulate the dimensionality. Examples include single magnetically trapped systems [17], or arrays of systems with tunable coupling in optical lattices [18]. In particular, purely 1D systems can now be routinely formed by employing the extremely tight traps generated by atom chips [19–21]. A major difference to 3D systems is the presence of both density [22, 23] and phase fluctuations, the latter having been studied by several experiments in various limited regimes [24–29]. However, a comprehensive experimental mapping of the phase fluctuations in the entire crossover remains elusive, since few experiments have access to the necessary tunability of trapping geometry, atom number, and temperature.

Here, we map out the full 1D to 3D crossover by characterizing the phase fluctuations in individual degenerate Bose gases over a wide parameter space from a chemically 1D system (i.e., with $\mu \lesssim \hbar \omega_\perp$ where $\mu$ is the zero temperature chemical potential and $\omega_\perp$ is the transverse trapping frequency), through to the 3D regime with $\mu \gg \hbar \omega_\perp$, where the fluctuations smoothly disappear. Using a combination of an atom chip and printed circuit board (PCB), we are able to control independently the axial and radial confinement, allowing measurement of the phase fluctuations across a wide range of external trap aspect ratios, in addition to studying a range of temperatures and atom numbers. The in-trap phase fluctuations are studied by observing the power spectrum of the density ripples which form as the atomic cloud expands during time of flight. It is well understood that when both $\mu$, $k_B T \ll \hbar \omega_\perp$ the system is 1D, and in this regime our experimental results agree well with 1D theoretical predictions [31]. For larger $\mu/\hbar \omega_\perp$ we observe an increasing divergence from the 1D theory (Fig. 1). The common expectation derived from a number of previous...
FIG. 1. Measured density ripples power spectra (solid blue lines) for a number of traps through the 1D to 3D dimensional crossover, ordered by $\tilde{\mu} = \mu/\omega_\perp$ and $\tilde{T} = k_B T/\hbar \omega_\perp$, with trapping frequencies from left to right $\omega_\perp = 2\pi \times (1235, 1380, 1005, 800, 740, 395)$ Hz and $\omega_z = 2\pi \times (16.1, 17.4, 16.9, 20.8, 23.2, 33.7)$ Hz. For comparison the theoretical predictions are shown, both with (red dash-dotted lines) and without (black dashed lines) the effect of interactions during time of flight. Finite optical imaging resolution has been accounted for by convolution with a Gaussian of width $\sigma_{clos} = 4$ μm (see Supplementary Material [30]). Shaded bands represent the statistical uncertainty as 2 standard deviations from the mean, and are obtained via bootstrapping. Insets each depict a representative example of an experimental OD image, showing an individual realization from the corresponding dataset.

Our experiment uses $^{87}$Rb atoms prepared in the $|F = 2, m_F = 2\rangle$ magnetic substate which are loaded into a cylindrically symmetric Ioffe-Pritchard style wire $H$ trap. Transverse confinement ($x$-$y$ plane) is realized by a current-carrying wire on the atom chip together with an external bias field. Independent axial confinement (along $z$) is provided by two parallel wires on the PCB below the atom chip. We vary the current in the trapping wires to create a number of potentials with varying aspect ratio $\kappa = \omega_\perp / \omega_z$, with trapping frequencies in the range $\omega_\perp / 2\pi = (570 - 1380)$ Hz transversely, and $\omega_z / 2\pi = (15 - 34)$ Hz axially.

After loading precooled atoms (∼10 μK) into the $H$ trap, condensates of approximately $10^5$ atoms are produced after 1.5 s of radio-frequency (rf) evaporation, and are then held in a 12 kHz rf shield [37] for a further 150 ms to ensure thermal equilibrium (equating to several tens to hundreds of collisions per particle for all traps considered [38]). An additional adjustable hold time of up to 700 ms is applied to allow for controllable losses through background collisions, which varies the final atom number in the range $N = (0.5 - 10) \times 10^4$. By adjusting the final rf evaporative cooling frequency the temperature of the sample is set in the range $T = (70 - 540)$ nK, corresponding to $T/T_c = 0.5 - 0.8$. Optical density (OD) images are acquired via standard absorption imaging [39] with a probe beam along the $z$ direction after a time-of-flight $t_{\text{tof}} = 34$ ms. To suppress undesirable diffraction fringes in the OD images, we ensure optimal focusing of the density ripples of varying strength dependent on dimensionality.

To quantitatively analyze the spatial frequency content of the images, we calculate the power spectrum of the density ripples using the following steps. First, several hundred OD images of clouds under a chosen set of experimental conditions are acquired and postselected such that the standard deviation in atom number and temperature is approximately 5% of the respective value of the set. The thermal component of the gas is then fitted to each image to obtain the temperature [41–43], and is then removed before further analysis. Next, each column density image is integrated along the remaining transverse direction of the cloud (i.e. along $y$) to obtain the axial 1D line density $n_i(z)$, which is then subtracted from the mean of the set $\langle n(z) \rangle$, leaving only the residual line density $\delta n_i(z) = n_i(z) - \langle n(z) \rangle$ for each individual shot $i$. We then Fourier-transform these density residuals

$$\delta \tilde{n}_i(q) = \int \delta n_i(z) e^{-iqz} \, dz,$$

where $q$ is the angular spatial frequency, and use $\delta \tilde{n}_i(q)$ to calculate a dimensionless power spectrum for each individual realization, normalized by atom number

$$|\rho_i(q)|^2 = \frac{1}{\tau N_i^2} |\delta \tilde{n}_i(q)|^2,$$

where $\tau = \omega_z t_{\text{tof}}$. Note that dividing by $\tau N_i^2$ removes dependencies on total atom number and system length (see studies is that both $k_B T/\hbar \omega_\perp$ and $\mu/\omega_\perp$ are relevant in the crossover [21, 22, 28, 32–36]. Here we provide a detailed quantitative study of the interplay between these two parameters that has so far been missing. Access to the dimensional crossover regime is driven most strongly by the reduced chemical potential $\tilde{\mu} = \mu/\hbar \omega_\perp$. Then, inside the crossover the fluctuations become increasingly dependent on the reduced temperature $\tilde{T} = k_B T/\hbar \omega_\perp$ as the 1D regime is approached, but become less sensitive to $\tilde{T}$ towards three dimensions. We show that throughout the crossover the strength of the density ripples is determined by the relative occupation of low-energy axial excitations, and not by either $\tilde{\mu}$ or $\tilde{T}$ alone.
Finally, we compute the mean power spectrum for the ensemble \( \langle |\rho(q)|^2 \rangle \), providing a single spectrum for each set of experimental conditions.

Figure 1 shows examples of typical experimental data, together with the corresponding density ripples spectra. Parameters \((N, \omega, \omega_z, \omega_r)\) are varied to move from a 3D condensate with no visible density ripples to a deeply quasicondensate regime with strong density ripples. The theoretical predictions are generated using a stochastic model for the in-trap phase distribution that reproduces Bogoliubov results [44], and has been applied successfully in the 1D [45, 46], 2D [47], and elongated 3D (if the phase varies only axially) regimes [48]. Many such realizations of a one-dimensional phase \( \phi(z) \) are generated and imprinted onto the zero-temperature ground state wave function \( \psi(r) = \sqrt{n(r)} e^{i \phi(z)} \), constituting an ensemble of initial states (see Supplemental Material [30]). To obtain the density profiles after time of flight in the absence of interactions during expansion, we numerically propagate the initial states using the free Schrödinger equation. The density ripple power spectra are then extracted in the same manner as for the experimental data. In order to account for modifications due to the effects of mean-field interactions, we additionally propagate the same initial states using the full 3D Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE), with the corresponding spectra also shown in Fig. 1 for comparison. Such simulations are computationally demanding, and so an analytic hydrodynamic scaling approach has been previously used for clouds with minimal axial expansion (although with a discrepancy between the simulated and measured size of the fluctuations) [25]. Alternatively, experiments can be restricted to the simpler case in which it is valid to neglect interactions during expansion, limiting studies to high aspect ratios of typically \( \gtrsim 100 \) [27, 49]. We note that in this case a simple analytic expression for the power spectrum is available [31], and can be extended to account for inhomogeneous density profiles using a local density approximation [29]. Here, using the combination of a graphics processing unit and the algorithm developed in Ref. [50] we are able to directly simulate the full TOF expansion, including mean-field interactions, for several thousands of realizations.

At the 1D side of the crossover \((\tilde{\mu} \lesssim 1)\) the quasicondensates display large phase fluctuations and both theoretical models show excellent agreement with each other and with the experimental data in Fig. 1, justifying a noninteracting expansion in this regime. The fluctuations at the 3D end of the crossover are suppressed [26, 51], as expected for a true 3D BEC with long-range order, with full phase coherence across the ensemble even at finite temperature [52–55]. Between these two well-understood distinct regimes, we measure significant fluctuations even when \( \tilde{\mu}, \tilde{T} \ll 1 \) is not satisfied, consistent with previous results [24, 25] where it was found that such systems can acquire some 1D characteristics (typical of a quasicondensate) [48] when the phase coherence length is smaller than the extent of the sample [56]. Neither theoretical model fully accounts for the observed reduction in amplitude – however the inclusion of interactions captures well the shift in peak position to lower spatial frequency. The experimentally measured power spectra smoothly interpolate between the expectations for the 1D and 3D limits, with progressively closer agreement with the 1D stochastic model as the 1D regime is approached. Towards the 3D limit, the 1D theory [29, 31, 44, 46, 57] becomes less valid, which manifests in the gradual suppression of the phase fluctuations as compared to the 1D theory extrapolated outside of its validity regime. Possible driving mechanisms include increased coherence due to the number of occupied transverse modes and/or the change from a phase coherence length to volume. Such details require further theoretical investigation, whether...
through calculation of higher order Bogoliubov modes or a stochastic Gross-Pitaevskii finite temperature approach [58, 59].

We extract the position of the first maximum \( q_{pk} \) and the peak amplitude \( \langle |\rho(q_{pk})|^2 \rangle \). These are obtained by fitting the experimental spectra with the analytic result provided in [29] — as we are only interested in matching the functional form of the spectra all fitting parameters \((T, N, t_{tot}, \text{and the width of the imaging point spread function } \sigma_{psf})\) are unconstrained. The relevance of the peak position is discussed in the Supplemental Material [30]. The average peak amplitude \( \langle |\rho(q_{pk})|^2 \rangle \) is a pertinent quantity to monitor in the crossover regime as it directly relates to the strength of the fluctuations in-trap—and thus, indirectly, the dimensionality of the system—while being only affected by interactions during time-of-flight expansion towards the 3D regime [60]. While studying the peak amplitude as a function of \( \tilde{\mu} \) and \( \tilde{T} \), in addition, to put our work into context of earlier studies [24, 25, 27, 28, 51, 61, 62], we also monitor the dependency of \( \langle |\rho(q_{pk})|^2 \rangle \) on the trap aspect ratio \( \kappa = \omega_\perp/\omega_z \), as well as the ratio of cloud length to thermal phase coherence length \( L = L/\lambda_T \), where \( \lambda_T = \frac{2\hbar^2 n(0)}{mk_bT} \). Note that \( \tilde{L} \) is equivalent to ascribing a threshold temperature \( T_\phi = \frac{\hbar^2 n_0}{mk_bL} \) [48] below which phase fluctuations are suppressed, as has been used in previous literature [28, 63, 64]. The results are shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2(a) shows that at fixed \( \kappa \) the size of the fluctuations can vary dramatically, i.e., the dimensionality is not solely driven by \( \kappa \) in agreement with the current understanding that this is not a critical parameter. In a 1D gas at finite temperature, the two-point phase correlation decays exponentially with a characteristic length scale of \( \lambda_T \). In practice, experiments explore systems with finite length \( L \), so that \( \tilde{L} \) becomes a quantity determining whether or not phase fluctuations are actually observed [48, 56, 63]. For \( \tilde{L} \lesssim 1 \) a 1D system can have the appearance of a 3D system, but this can be interpreted as a finite size effect rather than a consequence of changed dimensionality. In an actual 3D gas, the quantity \( \lambda_T \) loses its physical significance and phase fluctuations are strongly suppressed as long as \( T \) is below the critical temperature for condensation. Figure 2(b) shows an expected reduction of \( \langle |\rho(q_{pk})|^2 \rangle \) as \( \tilde{L} \) decreases. At higher values of \( \tilde{L} \), a spread of values for \( \langle |\rho(q_{pk})|^2 \rangle \) occurs, supporting the notion that \( \tilde{L} \) on its own is not indicative of the dimensionality, since our data show that chemically 1D clouds can have the same \( \tilde{L} \) as clouds in the 1D to 3D crossover.

Figure 2(c) shows the amplitude of the phase fluctuations over the \( \tilde{\mu} - \tilde{T} \) parameter space explored. Here the chemical potential is determined from a local density approximation \( \tilde{\mu} = \left( \sqrt{1 + 4\alpha n(0)} - 1 \right) \). These data indicate that \( \tilde{T} \) plays little role in determining the size of the fluctuations when the system is chemically 3D. For example, when \( \tilde{\mu} \gtrsim 4.5 \) the fluctuations are always small despite the large variation in \( \tilde{T} \) (interestingly, a recent numerical study of the 2D to 3D crossover found that effects of reduced dimensionality become observable below a similar threshold of \( \tilde{\mu} \sim 4 \) [65]). However, when \( \tilde{\mu} \) decreases the importance of \( \tilde{T} \) on the fluctuations in the system increases, as can be seen in the inset of Fig. 2(c). These observations indicate that in the crossover regime the role of \( \tilde{\mu} \) dominates that of \( \tilde{T} \), quantitatively supporting previous qualitative statements in the literature [17, 33].

Since it is understood that fluctuations of the phase arise due to excitations in the system, we now examine the data in terms of the occupation of these modes, for predicting the strength of the phase fluctuations. Excitations of the quasi-condensate can be split into two categories — high-energy \( (\epsilon_j > \hbar\omega_\perp) \), and low-energy \( (\epsilon_j < \hbar\omega_\perp) \) axial excitations. The latter exhibit a 1D character, with wavelengths larger than the radial size of the cloud but smaller than its axial size [48]. Thus, only the low-energy excitations contribute to fluctuations of the phase. The axial spectrum of low-energy excitations for an elongated 3D condensate is \( \epsilon_j = \hbar\omega_\perp\sqrt{j(j+3)/4} \) [66], and if \( k_BT \gg \hbar\omega_\perp \) the occupation of each mode \( j \) can be approximated to \( N_j = k_BT/\epsilon_j \). We propose that the relevant quantity is the relative population of 1D excitations present in the system, \( N_{1D}/N \), where

\[
N_{1D} = \sum_j k_BT/\epsilon_j.
\]  

This quantity compares the number of quasiparticles contributing to the phase fluctuations with the total number
of atoms in the quasicondensate, which we expect to be related to the contrast of the observed density ripples and therefore \((\langle \rho(q_{pl}) \rangle)^2\). The relationship is shown in Fig. 3, where we observe a monotonic universal dependency. In contrast to when the data are plotted against \(k\) or \(\langle k \rangle\) (Fig. 2), it is striking that our data, which cover a broad experimental parameter space, now appear to collapse onto a single, approximately linear curve. This is a strong indication that \(N_{1D}/N\) is the more relevant quantity for predicting the strength of the phase fluctuations.

In conclusion, we have performed a detailed experimental study of the onset of phase fluctuations in degenerate Bose gases in equilibrium throughout the full 1D to 3D dimensional crossover. We observe that the previously developed 1D stochastic model correctly describes the data only in one dimension, but exhibits a gradual departure from the experimental data as the dimensionality is tuned towards three dimensions. On the 3D side, an almost complete suppression of fluctuations is measured, as expected for a coherent 3D BEC. We confirm the expectation that \(\tilde{\mu}\) determines whether the system exhibits 1D character. We find that for \(\tilde{\mu} \lesssim 4.5\) the gas displays phase fluctuations with a strength that is then also clearly dependent on \(T\). In contrast, for larger values of \(\tilde{\mu}\) the system appears effectively 3D regardless of \(\tilde{T}\) as expected, since in three dimensions long-range order is possible even at finite temperature. The temperature dependence in the low-\(\tilde{\mu}\) regime is understood in terms of the number of low-energy axial modes that can be populated, and that the fluctuations can indeed be measured by the relative population of these modes. Studies such as this which investigate the point at which a system passes through a dimensional crossover are of general interest—especially in other fields where particular regimes can be technically difficult to access. An important extension to this work will be to realize a similar experiment in a nonequilibrium setting with rapid changes from 1D to 3D and vice versa. It would also be of great interest to experimentally explore all possible crossovers involving any dimension, from 0D (where excitations are frozen along all directions) to 3D. Such a setup can be realized with cold atom systems by combining established techniques, including atom chips and optical-dipole traps.
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[30] See Supplemental Material (i) for details on the focusing of the imaging objective and calibration of the point spread function; (ii) for a calculation on the normalization of the power spectrum of the density ripples; (iii) for a detailed discussion on the numerical simulations used to account for interactions using the Gross-Pitaevskii equation.


[60] As can be seen in Fig. 1 interactions have a minimal effect on the spectra of clouds with $\tilde{\mu} \lesssim 4$.


A. INTERACTIONS DURING TIME OF FLIGHT

In one-dimensional (1D) systems the in-trap interaction energy is small and is quenched quickly during time of flight (TOF) $t_{\text{tof}}$, and it has been shown that in this case a purely ballistic expansion model is sufficient to describe the density ripples [1, 2]. However, for clouds in the 1D to 3D crossover the influence of the mean-field interaction during TOF is not negligible, and the expansion should described by the Gross-Pitaevskii equation. In the early stages of expansion ($t_{\text{tof}} \lesssim 1/\omega_\perp$) the relative amount of interaction energy present is significant, and therefore the cloud undergoes hydrodynamic expansion. At longer times ($t_{\text{tof}} \gg 1/\omega_\perp$) the density has reduced significantly and the interaction energy is effectively gone, and the cloud then evolves according to the linear Schrödinger equation with the expansion being said to be ballistic.

In the case of ballistic expansion, the transverse and axial dimensions are separable, and the main contribution to the axial velocity distribution comes from the axial gradient of the in-trap phase $\phi(z, t = 0)$, given by

$$v(z, t) = \frac{\hbar}{m} \nabla \phi(z, t), \quad (\text{I})$$

where $m$ is the atomic mass. After time of flight this gives rise to interference and the formation of density ripples. The phenomenon is the matter-wave analog of the temporal Talbot effect [3–9]. Since in trap the phase effectively fluctuates at all spatial frequencies $q$, each particular $t_{\text{tof}}$ will be equal to the Talbot time $t_{\text{Talbot}}$ for some specific value of $q$, effectively amplifying the power spectrum $\langle |\rho(q)|^2 \rangle$ at that $q$. In fact, fractional Talbot times also exist, i.e. $t_{\text{Talbot}}/n$ for $n = \{1, 2, 3, \ldots\}$, and as such the power spectrum displays multiple discretely spaced peaks with decreasing amplitude - an example is shown in Fig. 1. The $n^{\text{th}}$ peak position $q_n$ is approximately given by [1],

$$q_n = \sqrt{\frac{\pi m (2n-1)}{h t_{\text{tof}} \omega}}, \quad (\text{II})$$

and becomes more accurate for large $n$ (see Fig. 1). Accounting for finite optical imaging resolution suppresses all but the first peak $q_1$ (to avoid confusion in the main text we refer to this peak $q_1$ as $q_{\text{ph}}$).

To account for the hydrodynamic expansion, we perform a numerical GPE calculation as follows. For a given atom number and trapping geometry we first numerically find the zero-temperature ground state of the system using the split-step Fourier method [10–13] in imaginary time [14, 15]. To model the effect of finite temperature we then imprint on this ground state wave function a phase that fluctuates axially but is invariant along the transverse direction. The phase is generated by a stochastic method which reproduces the correlation statistics from the Bogoliubov theory

$$\langle [\phi(z) - \phi(0)]^2 \rangle = z / \lambda_T, \quad (\text{III})$$

where $\lambda_T = 2 \hbar^2 n(0)/mk_B T$ is the phase coherence length, and works equally well in both the 1D [16] and elongated 3D regimes [17].

FIG. 1. Peak positions in the power spectrum $\langle |\rho(q)|^2 \rangle$, for an example system with trap frequencies $\omega_\perp / 2\pi = 1$ kHz, $\omega_x / 2\pi = 10$ Hz, and $10^4$ atoms at a temperature of 10 nK. (Blue solid line) Analytical result from [1] which assumes pure ballistic expansion. (Red dotted line) The same result but including the effects of imaging with a finite point spread function by convolution with a Gaussian function with $\sigma = 4 \mu$m. The peak predictions $q_n$ from Eq. II are shown (black dashed line), along with the true position of the first peak $q_1$ (green dashed line).
Next, to calculate the time-of-flight expansion the wave function with fluctuating phase is evolved in real time using the GPE with the trapping potential removed until the interaction energy becomes negligible (typically 1 – 6 ms, depending on the transverse trapping frequency). We then further expand this wave function ballistically (ignoring interactions) using the free Schrodinger equation out to the final time of flight of 34 ms [18]. The process is repeated with 200 realizations of random phases, and the resulting simulated images are then analyzed in same way as the experimental data to obtain the power spectrum of the density ripples $\langle |\rho(q)|^2 \rangle$. Examples of power spectra for clouds in the 1D and 3D regime, with $\tilde{\mu} = 0.8$ and 7.4 respectively, are shown in Fig. 2a–b. In this figure, we also compare the results of the calculation with a purely ballistic expansion model (this time neglecting interactions throughout the entire time-of-flight evolution) to directly reveal the effects of interactions. As is apparent in the 3D case the interactions not only suppress the peak amplitude of the power spectrum but also shift it to a lower spatial frequency. In contrast, the influence of the interactions in the 1D regime is almost negligible. We note that Ref. [19] provides an analytic treatment for calculating the density ripples including interactions during time of flight, making use of the hydrodynamic scaling solution [20]. However, after comparison with our GPE results, we found that the approach breaks down when the axial expansion becomes significant (as is the case with the tighter axial trapping frequencies used here).

The effect can be understood as follows, during the period of hydrodynamic expansion repulsive interactions between atoms induce an acceleration, broadening the velocity distribution, and cause the density ripples to spread out further than they would if the expansion was ballistic. This interaction induced spreading of the density ripples effectively suppresses the power spectrum not only reducing the amplitude but also shifting the spectrum to lower spatial frequencies, as can be seen in Fig. 2b. To observe this effect we extract the position of the first maximum $q_1$ from all of the experimental data, with the results shown in Fig. 2c. We observe a clear correlation in peak position with the reduced chemical potential $\tilde{\mu}$ through the 1D to 3D crossover and find clear agreement with our GPE simulation. Thus, the significance of interactions increases as the dimensionality gradually changes from one dimension to three dimensions and should be accounted for when modelling systems within the 1D to 3D crossover. However, they can be safely ignored close to or inside the 1D regime. The same shifting of the spectral peak positions was predicted and observed in 2D degenerate Bose gases [21, 22], however there was a small disparity between the prediction and observation.

**FIG. 2.** A comparison of simulated power spectra for clouds undergoing hydrodynamic and ballistic expansion, for a 1D quasicondensate (a) and an elongated 3D BEC (b). (c) Effect of interactions on the first peak position $q_1$ of the power spectra. The green dotted line shows $q_1$ calculated with Eq. II for a time of flight of $t_{\text{of}} = 34$ ms. Experimental data (red circles) and simulated data including interactions (blue squares) for comparison with Eq. II the effect of the imaging system has been removed. (Black solid line) Mean peak position extracted from simulated spectra excluding interactions, labelled as $q_1^*$ in Fig. 1. Vertical error bars show two standard deviations from the mean and are estimated by bootstrapping.

**B. IMAGING**

To focus our optical imaging system on the plane of the atomic cloud we have used the technique described in [23]. This method utilizes the sensitivity of the power spectrum $\langle |\rho(q)|^2 \rangle$ to defocusing effects which can be detrimental to measurements of phase fluctuations. As the imaging system is moved out of focus by a distance $d$ from the focal plane the density ripples are blurred, and additional fringes appear since it is now rather the near-field diffraction pattern which will be imaged onto the camera. In the power spectrum this results in an attenuation of the amplitude and the creation of additional higher frequency maxima. The modified power spectrum $\langle |\rho(q,d)|^2 \rangle$ is related to the in-focus power spec-
C. POWER SPECTRUM SCALING

In our analysis we require a quantity that is independent of atom number and the size of the system. The Fourier transform of the density ripples given by Eq. 1 has effective units of atom number, and thus to be truly dimensionless \(|\delta n(q)|^2\) must be scaled by \(1/N^2\). To understand the use of Eq. 2 to investigate 1D character, we consider here a simple case in the 1D limit. Starting with the approximation for a homogeneous gas including only small wave vectors \(q\ell t_{\text{tot}}/m \ll \lambda_T\) the power spectrum of density ripples is given by [24]

\[
\frac{\langle |\rho_{n_0}(q)|^2 \rangle}{N^2} = \frac{1}{N^2} \int_{-R}^{R} \langle |\rho_{n_0}(z,q)|^2 \rangle \, dz,
\]

where \(\langle |\rho_{n_0}(q)|^2 \rangle\) is the phase quadrature describing the in-trap phase fluctuations. To account for inhomogeneous densities, we can perform a local density approximation using the homogeneous result of Eq. VI and introducing a spatial dependence on the density \(n_0(z)\)

\[
\frac{\langle |\rho(q)|^2 \rangle}{N^2} = \frac{1}{N^2} \int_{-R}^{R} \langle |\rho_{n_0}(z,q)|^2 \rangle \, dz,
\]

where \(R = \sqrt{2\mu/m\sigma^2}\) is the Thomas-Fermi radius. Combining equations VI and VII, we obtain

\[
\frac{\langle |\rho(q)|^2 \rangle}{N^2} = \frac{1}{N^2} \int_{-R}^{R} 4mk_BTn(z) \sin^2 \left[ \frac{h \omega t_{\text{tot}}/2m}{2} \right] \, dz.
\]

Using the density profile of a pure 1D Thomas-Fermi condensate \(n(z) = n_0 \left[ 1 - (z/R)^2 \right] \), and evaluating the integral, we arrive at the final expression

\[
\frac{\langle |\rho(q)|^2 \rangle}{N^2} = \frac{16mk_BTn_0R}{3h^2q^2N^2} \sin^2 \left[ \frac{h \omega t_{\text{tot}}/2m}{2} \right] .
\]

Substituting for \(R\) and \(N = 4n_0R/3\) the power spectrum scales with \(\omega_z\) (i.e. the length of the system)

\[
\frac{\langle |\rho(q)|^2 \rangle}{N^2} = \omega_z \frac{m}{2\mu n_0h^2q^2} \sin^2 \left[ \frac{h \omega t_{\text{tot}}/2m}{2} \right] .
\]

Since the axial trap frequency is varied in our experiment, we divide this quantity by \(\tau = \omega_z t_{\text{tot}}\) to remove the dependency on the length of the system and keep the power spectrum dimensionless, arriving at

\[
\frac{\langle |\rho(q)|^2 \rangle}{\tau N^2} = \frac{m}{2\mu n_0h^2q^2t_{\text{tot}}} \sin^2 \left[ \frac{h \omega t_{\text{tot}}/2m}{2} \right] .
\]

In our study the time of flight is fixed across the entire data set and hence does not effect the physics. This final expression is now appropriately normalized.